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The Deadening

(Dead Max Comix #1) RRP $15.95

ISBN: 9781634408530

Author/Illustrator: Dana Sullivan | 01/03/2020
Pages: 64 | Size: 16.51 x 22.86 cm | Format: Paperback
Publisher: Red Chair Press
DESCRIPTION: Derrick Hollis is a 7th grader at Zachary Taylor Middle School and an
aspiring cartoonist, too shy to show his work to anybody but his best friend Doug. When
his dog Max dies, Derrick is left devastated. But then Max returns from the other side and starts to give
Derrick advice. Derrick could use it, especially when it comes to affairs of the heart and standing up to
bullies. When Derrick is too scared to ask his crush Kim to the Spring Fling, Max tells Derrick to “dog up!”
and shake his tail on the dance floor. Will Dead Max be good for Derrick or lead him astray?
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Comics & Graphic Novels / Humorous (JUV008110)

Where’s My Stuff? 2nd Edition | RRP: $24.95

ISBN: 9781541578951

Author: Samantha Martin, Lesley Martin,
Publisher: Zest Books | Release Date: 01/03/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 120 | Size: 16.5 x 21.6 cm
DESCRIPTION: A comprehensive guide for young adults on how to organize school work,
lockers, bedrooms, and even schedules. Take a quiz to identify your organizing style and get
great advice about making decisions, purging closets, and creating the perfect space to relax,
work, and store belongings. With fun and useful illustrations, easy-to-follow charts, and ample doses of humor,
Where’s My Stuff? is an incredible asset for anyone who wants to get it together and keep it together, for good.
Written in collaboration with professional teen organizer Lesley Martin.
BISAC: YOUNG ADULT NONFICTION / Inspirational & Personal Growth (YAN029000)

Champagne Charlie
and the Amazing Gladys

ISBN: 9781922311016

RRP: $24.95

Author: B.G. Hilton | Publisher: Odyssey Books
Release Date: 01/03/2020 | Format: Paperback | Pages: 300 | Size: 14.0 x 21.6 cm
DESCRIPTION: London, the 1860s. Steam technology has advanced tremendously since
the invention of the caloric converter, a device that can extract heat from coal and store it in
liquid form. Gladys Dunchurch is a clever, cantankerous Australian music hall performer who has sought her
fortune on the London stage, only to find herself working for Gruffydd Pritchard, a drunken and unsuccessful
stage magician. Gruffydd has one great advantage as a magician – a wand that can teleport people across
short distances. When Gruffydd goes missing, Gladys searches for him, and runs into ‘Charlie’ Decharles.
Charlie is a well-meaning but foolish aristocrat, who woke up one morning in a steam-cab to find the driver
murdered, and a crime he is determined to solve ...
BISAC: FICTION / Science Fiction / Steampunk (FIC028060)
All prices include GST
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Hard Hat Cat!

ISBN: 9781541546363

RRP: $14.95

Author: Jamie Kiffel-Alcheh , Illustrated by Maxine Lee
Publisher: Kar-Ben Publishing | Release Date:1/3/20
Format: Paperback | Pages: 24 | Size: 26.35 x 22.54 cm
DESCRIPTION: Of all the stray cats in Israel, a kitten sits high in a tree above girders,
beams, cement mixers and cranes. Avi wants to adopt the friendly kitten although
his mom—and the family dog— don’t like the idea. But everyday the clever cat comes back, becoming a
family’s “forever cat”!
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Religious / Jewish (JUV033020)

Love (The Invisible Tree series)

Paperback - $12.99
ISBN: 9781925563849

Author: Kirrily Lowe, Illustrated by Henry Smith
Publisher: Wombat Books | Date: 1/3/2020 | 32 pg

Hardback - $19.99

ISBN: 9781922074829
DESCRIPTION: Love is the first book in The Invisible
Tree Series. In Love, a little person learns about what
we all need most. He learns about receiving love and
giving it away. And as he learns something special is growing on the inside!

BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Social Themes / Emotions & Feelings (JUV039050)

ALSO AVAILABLE IN The Invisible Tree SERIES

TITLE
ISBN
TITLE
ISBN
TITLE
ISBN
Joy (HB)
9781922074850 Kindness (HB) 9781925139723 Patience (HB) 9781921632587
Peace (HB) 9781925139143 Goodness (HB) 9781925563559

Meet the Helper Hounds, in this new early reader series

Author: Caryn Rivadeneira, Illustrated by Priscilla Alpaugh | Publisher: Red Chair Press
Release Date: 01/03/2020 | Format: Paperback | Pages: 72 | Size: 13.97 x 19.05 cm | RRP: $12.95 ea
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Animals /Dogs (JUV002070)

Sparky Helps Mary
Make Friends

Penny Helps Portia
Face Her Fears

ISBN: 9781634407779

ISBN: 9781634407786

DESCRIPTION: Mary’s new in town.
She’s worried about starting classes
at her new school. That’s why her mom calls the Helper
Hounds—and why Sparkplug, the wildly handsome,
wickedly smart, card-carrying, world-famous Helper
Hound is on the scene. Sparky knows a thing or two about
moving. He moved four times as a puppy, and learned
to make new friends along the way. Sparky knows he
can teach Maryall his best tricks and help her meet new
friends, too. At least Sparky thought he could until he met
Custard, Mary’s persnickety cat. Will Sparky’s best tricks
be enough to win over Custard and show Mary making
friends is nothing to fear?
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DESCRIPTION: Portia has
overcome a lot in life. Born
with Down syndrome, Portia has been through
many surgeries, lots of doctor’s appointments,
and strange looks from people who want to
limit what she can do. Inside herself, Portia
knows she can do anything—including getting
over her fear of dogs. But when Penny shows
up at Portia’s house, she isn’t so sure. After
all, Penny is a pit bull—the scariest dogs of all,
right? Good thing Penny has a few tricks of her
own to win Portia’s trust.

All prices include GST
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Bernice Takes a Plunge

ISBN: 9781925652918

RRP: $14.95

Author: Ann Harth | Publisher: Odyssey Books | Pages: 120
Release Date: 05/03/2020 | Paperback | Size: 13.3 x 20.3 cm
DESCRIPTION: Bernice Peppercorn’s imagination fills her mind and her notebooks with
adventure and intrigue. She sees crimes where there are none and races to the local police
station daily to fulfil her civic duty. When a real robbery is committed in town, Bernice dives into
detective mode and stumbles across vital clues that could find the thieves. No one believes her except Ike, a
one-legged fisherman who lives down at the wharf.
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Mysteries & Detective Stories (JUV028000)

Laugh Your Socks Off!
Author: Jessica Rusick | RRP: $12.95 ea
Publisher: Lerner Publications | Release Date: 01/03/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 24 | Size: 17.15 x 22.86 cm
DESCRIPTION: Kids will have a blast reading these collections of the
best (and worst!) jokes. Collected by themes and joke styles, these bellybusters, knee-slappers, and groaners are paired with humorous photos.
Are you ready to laugh your socks off?
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Humor / Jokes & Riddles
(JNF028020)
TITLE
World’s Best (and Worst) Creepy Critter Jokes
World’s Best (and Worst) Gross Jokes
World’s Best (and Worst) School Jokes
World’s Best (and Worst) Monster Jokes

The Ivory Gate

ISBN
9781541589063
9781541589070
9781541589094
9781541589087
ISBN: 9781922311009

(Ashes of Olympus #2)

RRP: $24.95
Author: Julian Barr | Publisher: Odyssey Books | Release Date: 01/03/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 244 | Size: 14 x 21.6 cm
DESCRIPTION: Realising his quest for a homeland is not
complete, Aeneas must forsake happiness and love to lead his people into
the mist-shrouded land of Italia. The words of prophecy say this is where the
children of Troy belong. Yet the fiery Princess Lavinia will not allow Aeneas to
settle in her country and rallies her people to war. Facing an impossible choice,
Aeneas must descend to the world of the dead to learn a dark truth. No longer
able to escape his destiny, Aeneas will become what he has always feared. The
next instalment in a trilogy based on Virgil’s epic poetry, Ashes of Olympus:
The Ivory Gate is a tale of war, sacrifice and triumph.

ALSO AVAILABLE

The Way
Home

(Ashes of
Olympus #1)
ISBN: 9781925652352

BISAC: YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Fantasy / Historical (YAF019040)

All prices include GST
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High/Low Fiction to foster
independent reading
Written at an approachable reading level, but with YA appropriate subject matter, high/low
fiction from Darby Creek is certain to excite reluctant and struggling teen readers.

SERIES TITLE: ROAD TRIP
RRP: $14.95 EA
Publisher: Darby Creek
Release Date: 01/03/2020 | Format: Paperback Size: 13.34 x 19.05 cm
BISAC: YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Travel & Transportation / Car & Road Trips (YAF064010)

Off Course
ISBN: 9781541573000

Author: K.R. Coleman
Pages: 112
DESCRIPTION: When their road
trips takes a turn for disaster, these teens must rely
on their instincts to survive. Nora and her twin sister
Livi are road tripping down the Pacific coast—Livi to
interview at her dream school, Nora to finish her film
school application. When Nora learns her favorite
director may be shooting a monster movie nearby,
she takes them more than a little off course. After
an accident leaves their car in a river, can a group of
friendly vampires help them survive?

Heat Wave
ISBN: 9781541572997

Author: Elizabeth Neal
Pages: 96
DESCRIPTION: When their road
trips takes a turn for disaster, these teens must rely
on their instincts to survive. Marissa’s favorite singer
is coming to a nearby music festival, and Marissa
can’t wait to rock out with her friends Ben and T. Sure,
some things might go wrong, but there’s nothing a
few road burritos can’t fix. It’s not until a blown tire
strands them in the desert that Marissa realizes their
weekend isn’t the only thing in danger—their lives
might be too.
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Spinning Out
ISBN: 9781541573017

Author: R.T Martin
Pages: 104
DESCRIPTION: When their road
trips takes a turn for disaster, these teens must rely
on their instincts to survive. CJ and Leo can’t wait to
spend their winter break skiing and snowboarding
with their friends Alex and Katrina. But things aren’t
going quite as planned, as Alex and Katrina won’t
stop fighting about their college plans. And then the
blizzard hits while they’re driving up the mountain.
Will they all be able to put aside their arguing in
order to make it to safety?

Stranded
ISBN: 9781541573024

Author: Jannette LaRoche
Pages: 104
DESCRIPTION: When their road
trips takes a turn for disaster, these teens must
rely on their instincts to survive. Kevin and Jesse
have different ideas of how to spend their weekend
at Jesse’s cabin. Kevin wants to hike and camp,
while all Jesse wants to do is pig out and play
video games. But after a car accident leaves them
stranded, holding onto their differences may put
them in danger. Will these friends be able to band
together to survive?
All prices include GST
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GENERAL FICTION - ADULT
An Elephant on Your Nose

ISBN: 9780648565758

RRP: $24.99
Author: Warren Reed, Read by Jennifer McDonald
Publisher: For Pity Sake Publishing | Release Date: 01/03/2020
Format: Audio CD | Size: 14.0 x 12.3 x 1.0 cm
DESCRIPTION: British Intelligence operative Bella Butterfield has been dispatched to Tokyo
for a very special purpose. Until recently, Japan seemed immune to the Islamic-inspired
terror attacks that swept the world after 9/11. But the 2015 beheading of two Japanese aid workers in Syria
changed everything. As the 2020 Tokyo Olympics approach, the race is on to establish a viable, outwardlooking Japanese intelligence agency. Bella’s brief is to ensure this spy service is fashioned in the image of
MI6. But before discussions even commence, Japan receives disturbing intelligence about a home-grown
terror plot from an unlikely source – China. Bella is thrown headlong into a complex, multinational espionage
operation, forcing her to walk a tripwire of hidden agendas that test her professional and personal loyalties.
BISAC: FICTION / Thrillers / Espionage (FIC006000)

PAPERBACK EDITION

An Elephant on Your Nose

ISBN: 9780648283973

Author: Warren Reed | RRP: $24.99
Format: Paperback (pages: 306) | Size: 13.2 x 20.3 cm

ALSO AVAILABLE IN CD AUDIOBOOK
FROM FOR PITY SAKE PUBLISHING ($24.99 ea)

Title
Above the Fold
My Big Breast Adventure
That Looks on Tempests
Winterflood’s Passion
Francesco and Francesca
The Goat Boy

All prices include GST

ISBN
9780992521837
9780995363243
9780648283911
9780648169581
9780648416562
9780648565734

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

Title
The Last Double Sunrise
Dragons in the Forest
Vegetarian Vampires
Through a Camel’s Eye
The Swan Island Connection
Gerard Hardy’s Misfortune

ISBN
9780648169529
9780648169505
9780995363236
9780995363274
9780648169512
9780648565727
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Songbird

ISBN: 9781922311078

(Book 1 in the Griffin Song Trilogy)

RRP: $26.95
Author: J Victoria Michael | Publisher: Odyssey Books
Release Date: 26/03/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 350 | Size: 14.0 x 21.6 cm
DESCRIPTION: A twentieth century woman is lost in a fantasy world with nothing but the clothes on her
back and her innate humanity. This is the story of her compelling need to redefine herself.
When Irenya O’Neil suffers a panic attack and falls into the realm of Dar Orien, a world with a failed
MageGate system, she finds herself unable to return home to her infant son – she is trapped in a nightmare
that tests her sanity. Confronted with evidence that she possesses a Gift of power, Irenya attempts to
control her fledgling talent through music. This could be her ticket home. But Irenya becomes mired in the
civil unrest that has befallen Dar Orien. Sickened by the bloodshed and fearful for her own safety, Irenya is
desperate to find her way home.
BISAC: FICTION / Fantasy / Dragons & Mythical Creatures (FIC009120)

After goodbye

ISBN: 9780648699804

RRP: $24.99
Author: Teena Raffa | Publisher: Daisy Lane Publishing
Release Date: 08/03/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 350 | Size: 13.97 x 21.59 x 0.9 cm
DESCRIPTION: A decent man doesn’t leave a good wife and marriages don’t fall apart without
warning over breakfast between “One egg, or two?” and “Pass the sugar, please”… or so Stella Romney
believes until, without any warning, her husband Daniel says he is leaving her and their two children. Meeting
a stranger at the seashore where she goes to seek solace introduces her to a different perspective on life –
and the possibility this new friendship can become something deeper. Free spirit Chris encourages Stella to
access her inner strength and explore her potential. As her life opens up, Daniel’s choice doesn’t deliver the
freedom he expected and his life is more complicated than ever. Stella must find it in her heart to set aside the
pain his leaving caused and offer compassion and support to the father of her children. She can choose to stay
mired in yesterday’s regrets – or do what she can to create a brighter tomorrow for them all.
BISAC: FICTION / Family Life / Marriage & Divorce (FIC045010)

Drive, She Said and Other Stories

ISBN: 9781925956689

RRP: $27.95
Author: Tracie McBride
Publisher: IFWG Publishing Australia
Date: 02/03/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 208 | Size: 15.2 x 22.9 cm
DESCRIPTION: A collection of horror and dark fantasy short stories. The themes and settings are diverse,
but one common thread runs through the stories—they all feature women. Women as protagonists. Women
as doomed heroines. Woman as villains. Mothers and spinsters, wives and prostitutes, sisters and witches.
And in some stories, monsters in feminine form.
BISAC: FICTION / Fantasy / Collections & Anthologies (FIC009040)
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Monelli & Me

ISBN: 9780648534600

RRP: $19.99
Author: Teena Raffa-Mulligan
Publisher: Sea Song | Release Date: 31/03/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 290 | Size: 12.5 x 20.5 cm
DESCRIPTION: Who do you trust when those you love most let you down? Kate should
have hung up the minute the caller said he was her father. She already has a dad, and
now it turns out her life with him, Mum and younger brother Ben was a happy family fantasy. Her mum has
been keeping secrets. Now the father she never knew she had is coming to Perth. He wants to take Kate
back to Brisbane with him because his mother has cancer and wants to get to know her only granddaughter
before it’s too late. Kate is on an emotional roller coaster. Everything she believed about herself and her
life has been based on a lie. Her wonderful dad is not her father. Even her beloved Nana Hannah is not her
“real” grandmother. Kate has to find out who she is and where she belongs. Only then can she find out if her
friendship with newcomer Joshua Perrin can become something more.
BISAC: YOUNG ADULT FICTION / Family / Parents (YAF018060)

When No One is Watching

ISBN: 9781922311092

RRP: $18.95
Author: Linathi Makanda | Publisher: Ensorcellia | Release Date: 01/03/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 100 | Size: 10.2 x 15.2 cm
DESCRIPTION: When No One Is Watching is a compilation of poems about love and the
loss thereof, trauma and the dark reflections that come with it. It is a depiction of sides that
people don’t readily show, sides of vulnerability, insecurity and tiny amounts of hope. One could say it is
the result of shedding light into a world of secrecy, escapism, an alternate reality belonging to an alternate
version of an individual. When No One Is Watching is the truth in its purest form.
BISAC: POETRY/ Women Authors (POE024000)

All prices include GST
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$9.95 ea

Makers Make
Title it Work

Publisher: Kane Press
Release Date: 01/03/2020
Format: Paperback (pages: 32)
Size: 16.5 x 22.9 cm

Tying
into the
popular
Extra
text
here Makers Movement, this series
is filled with fun, easy-to-read stories that focus on
problem-solving and hands-on action.

The Great
Pumpkin Smash

How to Grow a Monster
ISBN: 9781635922776

ISBN: 9781635922684

Author: Kiki Thorpe,
Illustrated by Barbara Bongini

Author: Lori Haskins Houran,
Illustrated by Maarten Lenoir

DESCRIPTION: Last year, Gabe’s mom grew way
too many zucchinis. This year,Gabe and his sister
have a secret plan to take control of the garden.
They have to stop the zucchini madness!

DESCRIPTION: For Luke, autumn in Florida feels
weird. There are no changing leaves, no cider, and
worst of all, no pumpkin chucking! But maybe he
can engineer a way to bring pumpkin spice to the
south. This charming story explores the Makers
theme of Engineering and includes explanatory
sidebars and a catapult activity for young makers to
try themselves!

This charming story explores the Makers theme of
Gardening and includes explanatory sidebars and
a gardening-related activity for young makers to try
themselves!
BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Recycling & Green
Living (JUV063000)

BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Technology
(JUV036000)

7 Days till Ice Cream

Time to Shine!

ISBN: 9781635922714

ISBN: 9781635922745

Author: Bernardo Feliciano,
Illustrated by Rayanne Vieira

Author: Catherine Daly,
Illustrated by Steliyana Doneva

DESCRIPTION: It’s Sunday—ice cream day!
But sometimes the ice cream truck turns down a
different street. Can Jerron, A.J., and Cha crack
the ice cream man’s code? They want him to come
their way! This charming story explores the Makers
theme of Coding and includes explanatory sidebars
and a computer coding-related activity for young
makers to try themselves!

DESCRIPTION: Boom! Thunder crashes, and the
electricity goes out. Sammi is crushed. Her parents
had a fancy dinner planned! But no lights doesn’t
mean no power. Can Sammi use sun power to save
the day? This charming story explores the Makers
theme of Engineering and includes explanatory
sidebars and a catapult activity for young makers to
try themselves!

BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Computers & Digital
Media (JUV049000)

BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Recycling & Green
Living (JUV063000)

TITLE
Double or Nothing
Slime King
The Lost and Found Weekend
Rocket Rivals
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ALSO AVAILABLE

ISBN
9781575659893
9781635921229
9781635921168
9781635921199

TITLE
Robot to the Rescue
The Broken Bee’s Nest
The Runaway Chicken
The Color-Day Coach

ISBN
9781575659879
9781635921137
9781575659916
9781575659930

All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

Information Books
Searchlight Books ™ — Celebrating Failure
RRP: $16.95 ea
Author: Barbara Krasner, Grace Campbell
Publisher: Lerner Publications | Release Date: 01/03/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 32 | Size: 17.15 x 22.86 cm
DESCRIPTION: Did you know bubble wrap was designed to be a textured
wallpaper? From medicine to sports, every field has its share of failures—
ships that sank, medical treatments that didn’t help, inventions that
bombed, sports strategies that backfired. Smart scientists and designers
use these experiences to make better products and discoveries later.
Learn about some of history’s biggest goof ups and discover how the pros
use epic mistakes to make improvements that lead to success.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Science & Nature (JNF051000),
Diseases, Illnesses & Injuries (JNF024020), Technology (JNF061000),
Inventions (JNF061010), Sports & Recreation (JNF054000), Machinery
& Tools (JNF051130)
TITLE
Great Engineering Fails
Great Invention Fails
Great Science Fails

ISBN
9781541589285
9781541589292
9781541589315

TITLE
Great Sports Fails
Great Technology Fails
Great Medicine Fails

ISBN
9781541589322
9781541589339
9781541589308

Garfield’s ® Guide to Digital Citizenship
RRP: $15.95 ea
Author: Scott Nickel, Pat Craven, Ciera Lovitt, Jim Davis,
Illustrated by Inc. Paws
Publisher: Lerner Publications | Release Date: 01/03/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 32 | Size: 17.15 x 25.4 cm
DESCRIPTION: Full-color comics featuring Garfield and friends help
readers navigate the world of cyber safety. Activities at the end of each
story challenge young digital citizens to think critically about staying safe
and secure online.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Computers / Internet (JNF012030)
TITLE
A Garfield ® Guide to Online Etiquette
A Garfield ® Guide to Posting Online
A Garfield ® Guide to Online “Friends”
A Garfield ® Guide to Safe Downloading

All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

ISBN
9781541587472
9781541587502
9781541587496
9781541587489
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Beginner Biography (LOOK! Books ™)
RRP: $12.95 ea
Author: Jeri Cipriano , Illustrated by Scott R. Brooks
Publisher: Red Chair Press | Release Date: 01/03/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 24 | Size: 20.32 x 20.32 cm
DESCRIPTION: Do you have a favorite role model? Your role model may
be a parent, grandparent, or sibling. Some people who do things that
make life better for others can be a role model. And some people are role
models because they show us how to overcome challenges. Beginner
Biography takes a look at great role models throughout history.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Biography & Autobiography / Women
(JNF007120)
TITLE
Sojourner Truth
Ruby Bridges

ISBN
9781634409940
9781634409643

TITLE
Elizabeth Cady Stanton
Wilma Rudolph

ISBN
9781634409889
9781634409766

Gateway Biographies
RRP: $16.95 ea
Author: Anna Leigh
Publisher: Lerner Publications | Release Date: 01/03/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 48 | Size: 17.15 x 22.86 cm
DESCRIPTION: Discover the human side of key newsworthy and historical
figures. Each biography in this easy-reading series is peppered with
quotes and childhood stories, accounts of successes and failures, and
descriptions of the inspirational sources and experiences that influenced
the person’s achievements. Detailed timelines and indexes make these
valuable reference resources.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Biography & Autobiography / Political
(JNF007070), Art (JNF007010), Science & Technology (JNF007090),
Royalty (JNF007140)
TITLE
Alexander Hamilton
Frida Kahlo
Albert Einstein

ISBN
9781541588868
9781541588882
9781541588851

TITLE
Nancy Pelosi
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
Queen Elizabeth II

ISBN
9781541588899
9781541588875
9781541588905

ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE Gateway Biographies SERIES

Anne Frank
Jennifer Lawrence
Dalai Lama
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9781541574304
9780761386650
9781541574328

Colin Kaepernick
John Green
Lin-Manuel Miranda

9781541574311
9781467775717
9781541574335

All prices include GST
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Bumba Books ® — Discover Your Senses
RRP: $15.95 ea
Author: Various
Publisher: Lerner Publications | Release Date: 01/03/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 24 | Size: 22.23 x 22.86 cm
DESCRIPTION: Introduce young readers to the five senses of the human
body. Friendly text, simple diagrams, and supportive photos combine to
explain how our senses work and how we use them to explore the world.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Concepts / Senses & Sensation
(JNF013060)
TITLE Let’s Explore the...
Five Senses
Sense of Hearing
Sense of Sight

ISBN
9781541587069
9781541587076
9781541587083

TITLE Let’s Explore the...
Sense of Smell
Sense of Taste
Sense of Touch

ISBN
9781541587090
9781541587106
9781541587113

Food Field Trips
RRP: $14.95 ea
Author: Jill Colella
Publisher: Lerner Publications | Release Date: 01/03/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 24 | Size: 22.23 x 22.86 cm
DESCRIPTION: Take readers on fun food adventures that feature a variety
of foods from apples to cookies. Kids will explore food literacy concepts,
including where a food comes from, its nutritional value, and how it is
prepared. Readers also learn by playing with their food through simple
recipes and experiments. Hungry for more? Page Plus QR codes link to
a digital landing page showing detailed steps, photos and videos that will
help young eaters discover everyday food science.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Cooking & Food (JNF014000)
TITLE
Let’s Explore Apples!
Let’s Explore Bread!
Let’s Explore Cookies!

All prices include GST

ISBN
9781541587410
9781541587427
9781541587434

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

TITLE
Let’s Explore Honey!
Let’s Explore Pumpkins!
Let’s Explore Strawberries!

ISBN
9781541587441
9781541587458
9781541587465
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Searchlight Books ™ — Cutting-Edge STEM
RRP: $16.95 ea
Author: Various
Publisher: Lerner Publications | Release Date: 01/03/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 32 | Size: 17.15 x 22.86 cm
DESCRIPTION: Explore the fascinating details and latest news on the
hottest tech topics, including virtual reality, 3D printing, robotics, and more.
Photos, screenshots, and accessible text highlight the work of cuttingedge scientists and engineers. Plus, discover what the future might hold
for these exciting new technologies.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Anatomy & Physiology (JNF051030),
Machinery & Tools (JNF051130), Computers (JNF012000)
TITLE Cutting-Edge...
Blockchain and Bitcoin
Medicine

ISBN
9781541589346
9781541589360

TITLE Cutting Edge...
Brain Science
Military Tech

ISBN
9781541589353
9781541589377

ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE Cutting-Edge STEM SERIES

Augmented Reality
Virtual Reality
Artificial Intelligence

9781541527744
9781541527775
9781541527737

Robotics
Computing with Raspberry Pi
3D Printing

9781541527768
9781541527751
9781541527720

Lightning Bolt Books ® — Kids in Charge!
RRP: $14.95
Author: Laura Hamilton Waxman
Publisher: Lerner Publications | Release Date: 01/03/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 24 | Size: 19.05 x 26.04 cm
DESCRIPTION: From staring their own businesses, to creating inventions,
or finding success on stage, these cool kids do it all! Meet online personality
Kid President (Robby Novak), designer and business owner Moziah
Bridges who founded Mo’s Bows at age 12, inventor Gitanjali Rao who at
age 12 created a tool that tests drinking water for lead, and many more.
Inspire young readers to follow their dreams.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Careers (JNF011000)
TITLE
Cool Kids Changing the World
Cool Kid Online Stars
Cool Kid Actors
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ISBN
9781541589155
9781541589148
9781541589100

TITLE
Cool Kid Inventions
Cool Kid Musicians
Cool Kid Businesses

All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

ISBN
9781541589124
9781541589131
9781541589117

March 2020

Sports Coding Concepts
RRP: $15.95 ea
Author: Allyssa Loya
Publisher: Lerner Publications | Release Date: 01/03/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 32 | Size: 17.15 x 22.86 cm
DESCRIPTION: Introduce readers to computer coding through no-tech,
sports-themed projects. Readers will move a soccer ball by writing an
algorithm and use loops to create a winning football play. Sports fans will
enjoy learning the basics of coding—with no computer needed! Author (and
elementary librarian) Allyssa Loya designed this series to be intimidationfree for both readers and educators.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Computers / Programming
(JNF012040)
TITLE
Sporty Algorithms
Sporty Conditionals

ISBN
9781541589605
9781541589629

TITLE
Sporty Bugs and Errors
Sporty Looping

ISBN
9781541589612
9781541589636

Sports’ Wildest Upsets (Lerner ™ Sports)
RRP: $15.95 ea
Author: Heather Rule
Publisher: Lerner Publications | Release Date: 01/03/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 32 | Size: 17.15 x 22.86 cmc
DESCRIPTION: Sports fans will cheer as they learn about the biggest
upsets in professional sports. Vivid photos and exciting descriptions let
readers experience some of the most electrifying moments in sports
history, including underdog victories, last-minute fumbles, and amazing
comebacks.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Sports & Recreation / Basketball
(JNF054020), Olympics (JNF054110), Baseball & Softball (JNF054010),
Football (JNF054050), Hockey (JNF054070), Soccer (JNF054130)
TITLE
Olympic Games Upsets
Pro Baseball Upsets
Pro Hockey Upsets

All prices include GST

ISBN
9781541589643
9781541589650
9781541589681

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

TITLE
Pro Basketball Upsets
Pro Football Upsets
Pro Soccer Upsets

ISBN
9781541589667
9781541589674
9781541589698

13
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Extreme Speed (Lerner ™ Sports)
RRP: $15.95 ea
Author: Various
Publisher: Lerner Publications | Release Date: 01/03/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 32 | Size: 17.15 x 22.86 cm
DESCRIPTION: Start your engines and see what it takes to win in racing
sports—from motorcycle racing to Formula 1. Each adrenaline-fueled title
describes what it’s like on the track, what speeds the racers reach, how
much racers win, who the top drivers are, and more.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Sports & Recreation / Motor Sports
(JNF054100)
TITLE
Superfast Drag Racing
Superfast Indy Car Racing
Superfast Formula 1 Racing

ISBN
9781541587359
9781541587373
9781541587366

TITLE
Superfast Motorcycle Racing
Superfast Stock Car Racing
Superfast Rally Car Racing

ISBN
9781541587380
9781541587403
9781541587397

Lightning Bolt Books ® — Ninja Mania
RRP: $14.95 ea
Author: Laura Hamilton Waxman, Jon M. Fishman
Publisher: Lerner Publications | Release Date: 01/03/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 24 | Size: 19.05 x 26.04 cm
DESCRIPTION: Dive into the exciting and mysterious world of the ninja
in this action-packed series! Explore the history behind well-known ninja
myths, from the weapons they used to their training methods. Readers will
also discover the fun ways that ninja relate to the modern age.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Sports & Recreation / Martial Arts
(JNF054080)
TITLE
Ninja Weapons
Real-Life Ninja

14

ISBN
9781541589179
9781541589186

TITLE
Ninja Competitions
Train Like a Ninja

All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

ISBN
9781541589162
9781541589193

Space In Action: Augmented reality
An Augmented Reality Experience from Alternator Books ®
RRP: $16.95 ea
Author: Rebecca E. Hirsch, Kevin Kurtz
Publisher: Lerner Publications | Release Date: 01/03/2020
Format: Paperback | Pages: 32 | Size: 17.15 x 22.86 cm
DESCRIPTION: It’s like a pop-up book on your digital device!
Explore outer space through interactive augmented reality experiences!
Discover what scientists have learned about planets, stars, black holes,
and more, and learn about the cutting-edge technology that astronauts
use. Space fans will be thrilled by true augmented reality features that give
readers a close-up look at the cosmos.
Download the free Lerner AR app from your device’s app store. As you
read, look for the Lerner AR icon throughout the book. It means there is
an augmented reality experience on that page! Use the app to scan the
picture near the icon to access bonus augmented reality content related
to that page. Watch a black hole eat a sun, see the moon’s orbit, look
around on Mars as if you’re actually there. Each book contains 3-5 AR
experiences based on real NASA models to explain planetary orbits, black
holes, comets and asteroids, the solar system, space stations, and the
machines and gear that astronauts use to explore the galaxy.
BISAC: JUVENILE NONFICTION / Science & Nature /Astronomy (JNF051040)
TITLE
Comets and Asteroids in Action
Space Stations in Action
Machines in Action
Black Holes in Action

ISBN
9781541589421
9781541589469
9781541589452
9781541589414

TITLE
Space Gear in Action
Space Vehicles in Action
Stars and Galaxies in Action
Planets in Action

ISBN
9781541589445
9781541589476
9781541589483
9781541589438

AR experiences include:

Features
• Easy to use, intuitive augmented reality viewer

• a star being born

• Tips & tricks and interactive instruction help you
get the most out of the experience

• a star dying/exploding

• Brings digital content to the reading experience
in a way that short links or QR codes simply
can’t provide
• Back matter includes free downloadable 3D
printer models

• Voyager 2 leaving the heliosphere and
becoming the second artifact to leave the solar
system
• the Space Launch System launching
• a humanoid robot built for space exploration
• future space vehicles
• Cassini orbiting Saturn and then crashing into
the planet
• the early solar system forming

All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au
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